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Completely updated for the 21st century-a convenient, pocket-sized edition of the country's most
trusted guideline to holistic health. Whether one is looking for relief from a particular ailment, or
simply seeking to achieve and maintain optimum wellness, Prescription for Nutritional Curing:
The A-to-Z Guideline to Products quickly provides usage of everything needed to design a total
nutritional program.Latest scientific discoveries about vitamins B12, D, E, and more ?Current
data on natural supplements like tryptophan (now back out there) ? Drawn from the newly
revised Prescription for Nutritional Curing, Fifth Edition, it includes: ? Of the guide's many
invaluable sections, probably the most regularly referred to is the A- to-Z reference that lists and
explains probably the most commonly obtainable types of nutrients, food supplements, and
herbal remedies. This helpful, portable edition makes it easy for readers to have that information
at their fingertips.The most recent information on herbs, such as tumeric, valerian, saw palmetto,
St. John's wort, licorice, and kava kava ?Up-to-date research in the benefits of alternative healing
and preventive therapies Today, more folks than ever are embracing non-medical alternatives to
an array of health issues. Since its initial publication a lot more than twenty years ago, millions of
people have turned to Prescription for Nutritional Curing for answers to their holistic health
questions.
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I have approached it just like a textbook – covering chapter by chapter and at . It occurred to me
that I do not have a lot of information about the products I was using beyond their statements..
Helpful Love this book Excellent book Reserve was recommended and am pleased I purchased..
I've approached it just like a textbook – covering chapter by chapter and at some point I started
deploying it when I had a problem I open the page and read and study. It's been an incredible tool
for me and I've used the majority of the suggestions I have learned from that book. This is still
my number one guide in nutritional supplementation - and I'm unquestionably recommend it for
everybody who wants to learn about how to sustain their wellness. Essential for every household
! Not an Aspurin. I am over 50, I don't look my age group, I have energy to extra, I work, I workout,
I really do yoga and I've ZERO meds in my own drawer.... Especially Aspirin. None . I have three
drawers filled with supplements . I have already been taking for over 17 years . It really is written
by a health care provider, who gets the wisdom to add all known natural healing methods and
health supplements.! From there. I purchased the important vitamins only. Plenty of great
suggestions for a variety ... One of my favorite books. There is so much to be learned from it that
you can use to help yourself and others, such as friends and family. Need full size under no
circumstances again pocket size is worth only . This one is certainly a must-have for your option
health library.. Also. Love this particular book! Lots of great advice for a number of conditions.
But, avoid taking too many different supplements; Every herb, dietary supplement is described in
this small edition . Use this book to lose weight, lower blood pressure and much more! Amazing
book I lost weight by firmly taking the vitamins on the overweight section of the book without
excerise. A complete of 18 pounds in 2 Months.?????? One of the best books. Also, my hubby
lowered his blood circulation pressure with the vitamins on that page. This is a must have for
every family! But as I viewed it I realized that I like that it is much lighter which is good .. I am
pleased with it and will utilize it those occasions I don't wish to fool with the heavier book. I
bought this thinking it was the larger book version therefore i was bummed in receiving it. Great
information for supplement users I have been using supplements for quite a while to augment
my health and well being. So I kept it.. However the covers all look similar which was not the
book I was looking to buy. really useful This is among the best books out there to help yourself. I
was told by a woman who owns a health-food store that the 2010 version may be the last one
Phyllis Balch wrote before she passed away. Plenty of valuable information....just a suggestion,
but, if you are having physical difficulties the 1st things you can do are get away of most fake
sugars and stop eating all nonorganic, GMO's, and pesticide ridden foods. Eat good organic,
vegetables, meats, cheeses...juice normally as possible. Has to be drank with-in 20 mins of
juicing to have the life-giving enzymes. Prevent drinking sodas of any sort. NEVER let them inject
you with radioactive isotopes for CT's or thyroid scan &!. Ever since I purchased the initial copy in
1999 – it is becoming my desktop reference.go get tests to discover exactly what is normally
wrong (diagnostic examining) but don't let them treat you without doing all your have homework.
That's just a good first line of defense.50 cents My mother is very disappointed A MUST HAVE
THE Go to reference for supplements. Five Stars This book explains all supplements and what
they are good for. Exactly what I wanted ! if you have sensitive digestion, food sources instead of
vitamin and mineral health supplements may be better tolerated. Have recommended it to
several people. I really like the size, so you can take it along to the shop . But as I looked at it I
noticed that I like that it is lighter in weight which is good for vacationing and although it doesn't
contain as much information as the larger this is a good start and useful for quick look ups.. This
book helped to start to see the downside and well because the upside of these products and
helped me to locate a couple more. I just gave it four stars because there are several of these



books, perhaps a string? Good item. THIS Book is my textbook in educating myself about
nutrition about supplements on the subject of minerals and all of the natural chemicals that
compose our daily lifestyle. The 2011 and later versions are written by her husband and he's
making changes that aren't good therefore I'd suggest locating the purchasing the 2010 version.
What they're used for and suggested dosage . As a CNC I find Balch's work to be an inspiration.
uptake, unless the problem is REALLY dire. You will certainly get your money's worth. Useful
book for natural treatments Very informative. Great follow up. An excellent addition to the
original book
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